PRACTICAL INFORMATION - THE BSSSC YOUTH EVENT
TREBNITZ ï POTSDAM 2017

1. **Applications:** We are waiting for the applications of 3-4 representatives of young people from each country until **28th AUGUST 2017** î complete the attached Registration Form and send it to mludwiczek@wzp.pl cc: guth@schloss-trebnitz.de. The BSSSC member regions are responsible for nominating their youth representatives.

2. **Event dates:** arrival: 18th Sept. 2017, by 4.30 pm at the latest ; departure: 22nd Sept. 2017

3. **Cost:** The Organiser - Land Brandenburg - cover the board and lodging costs of the stay for youth delegates. The costs of travel are covered by the participants / partner regions.

4. **Event venue:** Trebintz and Potsdam

5. The participants will meet at the following locations:
   - Day 1, 2 & 3: Schloß Trebnitz Bildungs- u. Begegnungszentrum e.Vg: Platz der Jugend 6, 15374 Müncheberg,
   - Day 4 & 5: participation in the 26th BSSSC Annual Conference in Potsdam Kongresshotel Potsdam am Templiner See

6. **Accommodation:** Schloß Trebnitz nights 1,2,3 , B&B Hotel Potsdam, night 4.

7. **Working language:** English. The organisers do not provide any translation services.

8. **The subject matter of the 25th BSSSC Annual conference which is shared by the youth event:** Cohesion = Togetherness - People working together across borders in the Baltic Sea Region

9. **Preliminary tasks for participants**
   1) find information about the UN Sustainable Development Goals ï which of those apply to the Baltic Sea Region? What can each of us do to transform our world?
      You can also read more about it here [https://www.bsssc.com/cor](https://www.bsssc.com/cor)
   2) search for Cultural Heritage in your surrounding/region, take a photo, bring some info about it.

**Contact persons:**
Malgorzata Ludwiczek: BSSSC Youth Coordinator: mludwiczek@wzp.pl
Anita Guth: Schloß Trebnitz: guth@schloss-trebnitz.de
Hilde Aarø: BSSSC Secretariat: hilde.beate.aaro@bfk.no